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Several times throughout the year, we plan for all year groups across the
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Primary section to engage in a week of learning based on the same theme. Our Foundation Stage Magic Moments
most recent event focused on informing the students about the importance of
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protecting our environment, developing their understanding of the world and Key Stage 1 Magic Moments
most importantly, inspiring them to be better global citizens. We embarked on a
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journey of discovery through the pages of two beautifully written books. The Key Stage 2 Magic Moments
first book, ‘One Well - The Story of Water on Earth’ provided different
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perspectives on the sources of water, the value of water to all living things,
Art Magic Moments
including present threats and constructive suggestions for water conservation.
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The second book entitled, ‘Earth Heroes’ shared the stories of well-known
App of the Week
individuals who have been willing to put their beliefs into action. Each of these
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remarkable books, provided opportunities for our students to learn new skills
and envision the many ways they can have an impact on important global issues.
Coming Up Next

…we have been learning about animals and their habitats. This week, we
were immersed in our learning about extinct creatures, the dinosaurs. Our
story of the week was, ‘Ten Little Dinosaurs’ and through our reading we
learned all the names of the different dinosaurs. Using different shapes, we
made lovely pictures of our favourite dinosaurs. In the investigation station,
we used our magnifying glasses to take a closer look at some dinosaur
fossils and foot prints. We even practised writing our numbers on a huge
dinosaur print that was left on the floor in our classroom. FS1 Green also
had a blast pretending to be dinosaurs and extended our learning out to
the yard, where we wore masks and stomped around like dinosaurs.
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…we have been fully engaged in our new half term topic, Pirates. Pirates have taken over the classroom in all areas of the
curriculum; we have been listening to pirate stories and making up our own stories in the role play area. Our gross motor
and balancing skills were put to the test when the pirate Captain made us walk the plank. We have enjoyed investigating the
capacities of different containers, finding out which holds more or less and using mathematical language to describe our
findings. Finally, we have explored textures in our collage making and enjoyed making designs with shaving foam and gloop.
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In Year 1 Green…

…we…we…we

…we
…we read the book ‘The Water Princess’ by Susan Verde. This is
based on the true story of model Georgie Badiel’s childhood
growing up in a small African village. This book uses a positive
story to highlight how we take access to water for granted. We
used this book as our theme of the week and focused on water
conservation. We talked about what things we need to use water
for each day and what would happen if we could not access water
easily. We worked together to make water conservation posters.
We also linked the story to other areas of the curriculum and
looked at capacity, floating and sinking, water-themed art and
personal hygiene. The students finished the week determined to
make small changes that will make a big difference.
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In Year 2 Green…

…we have been learning about the Great Fire of London in 1666. This has involved many fun activities that helped us to
…we our knowledge and understanding of what life was like during that period. We baked bread just like Thomas Farriner
expand
did (before his bakery caught fire of course). We worked brilliantly as a team to transport buckets of water along a line to
get a feel of what it was like trying to put out the fire without fire engines and hoses. Ms Catherine commented that it was,
‘Lovely to see the students so engaged’ and Mr Dan agreed, that it was superb seeing how well we worked as a team.
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In Year 3 Green…
…we have been learning about the importance
of protecting the environment. We introduced
our message to other KS2 year groups in an
inspirational concert called, ‘How to make the
World a Better Place.’ In the classroom, we
have focused on the book, ‘Earth Heroes’ and
have been learning about passionate activists
who are trying hard to bring change and save
the environment. This introduced us to crucial
issues our planet is facing such as, global
warming, endangered species, plastic pollution
and coral bleaching. We have been developing
our research skills so we can further our
understanding and knowledge of these issues
and come up with our own possible actions to
help. We have been inspired by Greta Thunburg
and Mohamed Rezwan amongst others, and
this learning experience is already having an
impact on our daily activities.
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…we have been learning about the earth’s resources and sustainability and planned to build a model of our own
sustainable green city. Last year, we learned about the importance of keeping the oceans clean, so we already have a
good starting point. Ms Judy was impressed by how much we know, and how passionate we are about taking care of our
planet. To help us with planning, this week we have been learning about maps in Geography. The first step is to
understand how maps work and how to use grid references to find buildings and features. When we can do this
confidently, we can start thinking about what sustainable features we want to put in our own green city. In a preliminary
planning session, we have decided that we want as much green space as possible and we will cut down on greenhouse
gas emissions. We hope that in the future, all cities will look like the green cities we are planning.
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In Year 5 Green…

...we have recently focused on the inspirational book, ‘One Well’. We used different stories within the book to explore and
investigate activities related to water. We were particularly amazed to discover that we have always had the same amount
of water on earth and yet such a small amount of it is fresh. We also carried out some data handling activities in maths,
calculating how much water we used daily at home and discussing ways in which we could minimise excessive water usage,
for example, not leaving the tap running while brushing our teeth. At the end of the topic, we enjoyed working together to
create water filters to make dirty water cleaner, then creating VLOGS to explain how we made them.
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In Year 6 Green…

…we have been busy rehearsing for our production of ‘Annie’ next week. In Topic lessons, we have also started our new
topic ‘Land of Liberty’ and we have been surprised to discover all of the links between the story behind the musical ‘Annie’
and the history of America. This week, has been very exciting as we have been rehearsing in the theatre with props for the
first time and wearing our costumes for the dress rehearsal. We have been working incredibly hard on our stage presence
and projection. As Annie would say, “You’re never fully dressed without a smile!”
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In Year 1 Art…

…we have been making pictures related to our work on maps. We explored the idea of contour lines and made use
of the different shades of colour. We used aquarelles and then used a wet paintbrush to turn the crayons into paint
that flowed between the lines. Previously, we had been working on caricatures with the aim to get the proportions
of the face and the body correct while developing our understanding that the proportions of the head and body are
very different.
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In Year 2 Art…

…we have been making fairy houses using
a recycled water bottle as the base and
then building around it with Mod Roc. The
finished article should look a bit like the
picture on the right and when a small
battery powered tea light is installed, it
should shine through the transparent parts
of the bottle. Previously, we made some
water candles where the wax takes on the
appearance of water which has frozen in
time. Our examples looked more like the
flames associated with the Great Fire of
London.
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In Year 5 Art…

…we have been making strange creatures from outer space. Not only do they have odd arms and legs but they can be
the strangest colours you can imagine. We started by building a papier mache armature and then used Mod Roc plaster
bandage to finish the surface and to add a few extra features. This followed the creation of volcanos using the method
of scoring a curve and folding along the scored line to create the caldera. The same method was used to make the
flames stand up and curve a realistic way.
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…Google Earth is an incredible global satellite imagery tool
for exploring the Earth. Students can easily click anywhere
on the globe and explore that region of the world, either
close up on the streets or zoomed out from space. Google
Earth creates a highly detailed, realistic 3D image of the
world, letting students search the application to find their
own home or explore unfamiliar regions of the globe:
from Big Ben in London to the Giza Pyramids here in
Egypt. Students can also record virtual tours, observe
historical imagery and locations, and create three
dimensional buildings using Google Earth‘s built in tools.
You can begin by choosing a region of the world and
exploring the differences compared to your own home
and surrounding area.
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Wednesday 27th November
Year 6 Production in School Theatre (9.00am)

Thursday 28th November
Thanksgiving Holiday (School closed)

Sunday 1st December – Thursday 5th December
Primary Photos

Wednesday 11th December
FS Winter Festival
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